Pyramid of Success, Path of a Titan &
Choir Code Challenge Course
Actions always follow attitudes! Teach your heart to SING! Your voice will surely follow!

OVERVIEW
Foundation and Cornerstones of a Passionate Pyramid / Take Responsibility (Level 5):
Industriousness (Hard work & Careful Planning): Strategy
Friendship: Family; Mutual Esteem; Respect; Joint Effort; Compassion; Patience: Love
Loyalty: Somebody is depending on you. Be dependable.
Cooperation: Find the best way; not just your way; Patience: Work together
Enthusiasm: It’s contagious; Enjoy what you're doing; Passion: Smiling / Laughing / Love
Corner Pieces: Ambition (for noble goals) & Sincerity (keeps friends)
Persistent Pyramid Building Blocks / Is Kind To Others (Level 4):
Self-Control: Keep emotions under control; Use good judgment and common sense; Don’t get
frustrated. Patience
Alertness: Observant; Open-minded; Eager to learn and improve:
Initiative: Make decisions; learn from failures; Pursue: Trial & Error / Figure it out.
Intentness: Realistic goal; Concentration; Resist temptation; Be determined. Persistence:
Corner Pieces: Adaptability (to any situation) & Honesty (in thoughts and actions)
A Well-Balanced Patient Pyramid / Teaches & Supports Others (Level 3):
Condition: Mental; Moral; Physical: Head / Heart / Hands…Wholeness
Skill: Knowledge of the fundamentals; Be prepared and cover every detail.
Team Spirit: Selfless; Consider others; Be Patient; Sacrifice personal interests for the welfare of all:
Corner Pieces: Resourcefulness (proper judgment) & Reliability (creates respect)
A Pyramid Pursuing Character for Life / Attitude is Everything (Level 2):
Poise: Being yourself. Don’t get flustered. Focused: Calm, Cool, & Collected under pressure…
Confidence: Respect without fear; Prepared; Proper perspective:
Corner Pieces: Fight (determined effort) & Integrity (purity of intention)
The Peak of the Pyramid: Perfect Effort! / Never Gives Up (Level 1):
Competitive Greatness: Enjoy a difficult challenge! Be at your best...all the time! Perfect effort!
Corner Pieces: Faith (through prayer) & Patience (good things take time)

Success is peace of mind attained only through self-satisfaction in knowing you
made the effort to do the best of which you’re capable. ~ John Wooden

Cornerstones & Foundation of a Passionate Pyramid (Level 5):
Industriousness (Hard Work & Careful Planning):
Find a table in a cafeteria or a quiet spot in the balcony, little theater, choir room, or small gym.
Don’t forget your poster. Each member of your team must work hard to make the team successful.
Each team has been assigned a team leader in Madrigals. Team leaders may ask for other members of
the team to step into certain roles and take responsibility for specific things. Always remember to be
a good listener. Coach Wooden says, “Listen if you want to be heard.” Consider the similarities
between the words LISTEN & SILENT...they’re spelled with the same letters! :-) Before continuing
with the next challenge, take a minute to recognize the importance of careful planning. Some of you
may be extremely enthusiastic - that’s great! However, sometimes your enthusiasm can be out of
balance with your industriousness and then things don’t go well. Remember what Coach Wooden
says, “The greatest word in the English language is LOVE and the second is BALANCE.” Hard work and
careful planning with enthusiasm will help you to stay balanced in your mind and heart and bodies as
you continue down the path of success! Take a few minutes to introduce yourselves and set some
expectations. List these on the back of your poster. Respect each other. Listen well to each other.
Enthusiasm: It’s contagious; Enjoy what you're doing; Passion: Smiling / Laughing / Loving
Get PUMPED UP! You’re about to go on a journey. You’re going to need enthusiasm!
Create a team name (which must include a music theory symbol or term) and your team slogan
(must include a word or phrase from the Choir Code, Pyramid of Success or Path of a Titan). Add
everyone’s name to the poster with your team logo that incorporates your musical symbol/term.
Each student can write their own name or you can choose someone who has nice handwriting to
write everyone’s names. Use your team name and slogan often to raise your level of enthusiasm!
One of our former special guests, Mr. Medema, is blind.
These next two challenges are intended to help you appreciate what it is like to be blind.
Friendship: Family; Mutual Esteem; Respect; Joint Effort; Compassion; Patience: Love
One member of your group must close their eyes and identify by name every other team member
based on hearing the other students’ voices. Students being identified may only say: Hi! What’s my
name? They may not give any hints. If the student whose eyes are closed doesn’t know some names,
they must learn them before beginning the challenge. Only one team member may speak at a time.
You must LISTEN carefully. If anyone speaks out of turn, you should start over.
Loyalty & Cooperation (IN THE BIG GYM...if the line is too long, skip this and come back later)
Loyalty: Somebody is depending on you. Be dependable.
Cooperation: Find the best way; not just your way; Be Patient: Work together
You’ve probably already struggled with this today. It’s easy to want your own way. It’s harder to find
the best way (especially if it’s not your way). It requires patience. Work together to find the best way
to get everyone from start to finish. This will require teamwork! Work together to lead each other
through an obstacle course BLIND (no peeking). Pair up. One person must close their eyes. Their
partner leads them. Make a plan. Discuss it. Explain the details. Try it. If things don’t work or partners
don’t cooperate (open their eyes), then try again. Be Patient. Work together. You can do it!
Corner Pieces: Ambition (for noble goals) & Sincerity (keeps friends)
Ambition: Demonstrate determination. Strive to do your personal best!
Sincerity: Follow the Golden Rule: Treat others the way you wish to be treated.

Persistent Pyramid Building Blocks (Level 4):
Self-Control: Keep emotions under control; Use good judgment and common sense. Stay calm.
How have you lost control of your emotions today? Sit in a circle somewhere. Each person should
take a turn sharing one way in which they have lost self-control. Try your best to do better the rest of
the day and encourage those who are struggling. Examples may include (but are not limited to):
➢ Talking when Mr. Dee was talking
➢ Talking when it was someone else’s turn to talk
➢ Whispering when you should have been listening
➢ Getting frustrated and thinking or saying something discouraging
➢ Giving up on a challenge
Alertness: Observant; Open-minded; Eager to learn and improve:
How well have you been paying attention? What are the names of your teammates? Take turns going
around the circle. Admit it if you don’t know someone’s name and ask them what it is.
Initiative: Make decisions alone; learn from failures; Pursue: Trial & Error / Figure it out.
Each team must choose one action step. This initiative should be evident today and back in the choir
room next week and for the rest of your life. You can choose one of the following or make your own.
Write this on the back of your poster.
Option 1) We will introduce ourselves to others who we don’t know.
Option 2) We will pick up any trash that we see (at mealtime or any time).
Option 3) We will encourage those who are struggling.
Option 4) We will see a need and fill a need.
Intentness: Realistic goal; Concentration; Resist temptation; Be determined. Persistence:
In the Choir room, sing I Have A Voice. Sing along with the recording. Have people volunteer to do
some solo parts by themselves.
Corner Pieces: Adaptability (to any situation) & Honesty (in thoughts and actions)
Reflect on how you can adapt better to your circumstances. Share constructive criticism with each
other. Be honest in a truthful and loving way. Learn how to adapt in order to succeed!

A Well-Balanced Patient Pyramid (Level 3):
Condition: Mental; Moral; Physical: Head / Heart / Hands…Wholeness
This 3-part challenge will take place in the SMALL GYM.
1. Mental - Make a plan based on your team’s individual skills.
2. Moral - Be kind. Treat others the way you want to be treated. Help rebound for each other.
3. Physical - Your team must complete basketball shots from the following locations (not
everyone on your team needs to make each shot, but at least one person needs to make a shot
from each location and each player needs to make at least one shot from somewhere)…
Layup (right side AND left side), Free throw, 3 point shot.
Skill: Knowledge of the fundamentals; Be prepared and cover every detail.
Demonstrate the three fundamentals of vocal production and never forget about tone quality:
Posture: Name & show everything… feet, knees, hips, rib cage, sternum, shoulders, hands, etc.
Singers Breath: Use the hand - 5 points… Silent, Deep, Low, Fully Expanded, Around the Waist.
Vowel Shapes: Tall not Wide… Vertical Vowels
What are the three most important things in choral singing? TONE, TONE, TONE
Name and define the 5 elements of music: Pitch, Rhythm, Tempo, Dynamics, and Articulation
Team Spirit: Selfless; Consider others; Be Patient; Sacrifice personal interests for others.
Create a motivational speech incorporating your team name and slogan. Make a 15-30 second video
with the GoPro in the Hallway by the choir display case. Make sure your video reflects team spirit
with regards to being selfless, considering others, being Patient, and sacrificing personal interests for
others. Don’t forget enthusiasm, but keep it heartfelt too! Consider using one of John Wooden’s quotes
found on the pyramid of success posters on the pianos in the Choir Room or Little Theater.
Corner Pieces: Resourcefulness (proper judgment) & Reliability (creates respect)
Who demonstrated resourcefulness / creativity in developing the motivational speech? How did that
inspire others to be creative too? Who was reliable? How were they reliable?

A Pyramid Pursuing Character for Life (Level 2):
Poise: Being yourself in any situation. Don’t get flustered. Focused: Calm, Cool, & Collected under
pressure…Graceful, Elegant, and Balanced. Nothing throws you off your game.
Confidence: Respect in spite of fear; Prepared; Proper perspective:
Challenge: Take three team pictures in the Little Theater.
1. Get into three rows in the little theater. Find windows. Take three pictures.
2. The first team picture should demonstrate poise. Don’t smile. Make this a serious pose.
3. The second team picture should demonstrate confidence. Stand with perfect posture. Smile!
4. The third team picture should be a picture of everyone jumping off the stage together.
Corner Pieces: Fight (determined effort) & Integrity (purity of intention)
Go to the Band Room. Take a minute to read and consider some lyrics from “Stand in the Light” and
then consider these character traits near the peak of the pyramid. Sing “Stand in the Light.”
Didn't I tell you I hear what you say? Never look back as you're walking away.
Carry the music, the memories and keep them inside you.
Laugh every day. Don’t stop those tears from falling down.
With courage and kindness hold onto your faith. You get what you give and it's never too late
To reach for the branch and climb up leaving sadness behind you.
Fight hard for love. We can never give enough.
This is who I am inside. This is who I am, I’m not gonna hide
‘Cause the greatest risk we’ll ever take is by far to stand in the light and be seen as we are
So stand in the light and be seen as we are!
The Peak of the Pyramid: Perfect Effort! (Level 1):
Competitive Greatness: Enjoy a difficult challenge! Be at your best...all the time! Perfect effort!
Go to the Orchestra room and sing “Why We Sing.”
Wrap up… Have a team discussion. Ask the following questions:
What was the most difficult challenge for each person on your team personally?
What was the most difficult challenge for the team as a whole?
What did you enjoy about overcoming the challenges?
What is one of your most difficult challenges when it comes to singing in choir?
How can you find enjoyment in overcoming that challenge?
What does perfect effort look like, feel like, sound like?
Corner Pieces: Faith (through prayer) & Patience (good things take time)
One of the world’s greatest composers, J.S. Bach is famously quoted as saying,
“Ceaseless work, analysis, reflection, writing much, endless self-correction, that is my secret.”
Similarly, John Wooden was a man of faith and spent quiet time reflecting in prayer. Please take a few
moments to silently reflect on what you have learned so far today and consider what makes you
thankful. After a time of silence, sit in a circle and share with one another one or two things. When
you’re all done, feel free to continue sharing with each other or with other teams that have also
finished. Return to the BIG GYM for activities. Please stay inside at all times this morning. SING!

